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Automation as Key Enabler for Productivity Increase
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Abstract
The levers for productivity increase of mainly depreciated fabs are limited. One of the most important levers
is automation, not only material handling and transport automation, but also automation of so-called "side
activities" as tool checks and exception handling.
The presentation focusses on automation besides robots and transport systems and gives some examples
on how it can be added to mature fabs resulting in better cost position, better quality and less cycle time.
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Abstract
Due to continuous rising energy costs, energy efficiency in semiconductor manufacturing is a key issue. Main
energy consumers are the fab infrastructure as well as tools in idle mode or running processes. In this
presentation, both areas will be covered: how can tools run more efficient and what energy concepts are
applicable and possible. An overview of the energy consumption and potential areas for energy reduction in
a semiconductor manufacturing fab will be presented. Finally, examples for energy saving potentials on tools
level (diffusion furnaces) and on fab level (waste gas usage) will be discussed.
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Abstract
Cost-effective manufacturing of future 10-nm and 7-nm devices in HVM will require control and continuous
reduction of total operational costs, excellent process stability, well-defined equipment finger-printing
processes and high equipment reliability. Sub-fab equipment required to support process tools in an HVM
environment is critical to satisfying these requirements.
Historically, the major process tool support elements located in the sub-fab (pumps, scrubbers, chillers, etc)
are installed, commissioned and operated as a collection of discrete components. Edwards has been able to
demonstrate that integration of sub-fab components into a single unit, with a single controller, provides better
process reliability, safer operation, faster start-up and reduced total cost-of-ownership.
Integrated sub-fab systems provide several operational and cost benefits. An integrated system supplier is
able to define and control the best possible set-up of vacuum pumps, abatement system, exhaust pipe
configuration and pipe temperature management to provide reliable and predictable performance. Servicing
of the individual elements of the integrated system can be coordinated to avoid unnecessary down-time.
A second benefit of integrated sub-fab systems is that installation time and cost are significantly reduced utilities are distributed within the system minimising the number of external connections. The system can be
tested prior to delivery, reducing the time required to put the equipment in service once it has been installed.
Integrated systems provide risk mitigation features that improve operational safety; for example, a secondary
enclosure around the vacuum pumps, exhaust pipes and abatement unit reduces the risks of process gas
leakage from elements in the system.

Considering these and other advantages, it is anticipated that integration of sub-fab equipment will become
an indispensable aid to enhancing process operation and reducing total cost of ownership in HVM.
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Abstract
Mask shop productivity is strongly influenced by the 100% outgoing defect inspection of manufactured
reticles by using reticle inspection tools.
These highly sensitive tools with a throughput of 1-2 h are also used for incoming mask blank inspection as
well as for production tool monitoring by using monitor mask blanks.
During the inspection of mask blanks reticle inspection tools cannot be used for reticle inspection thus
reducing the output of the factory.
We are presenting a high throughput low COO mask blank inspection technology that can take the load of
bare mask inspection off the reticle inspection tool and thus increase fab productivity significantly.
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Abstract
Minienvironments are localized solutions to generate a defined surrounding for a given process. This could
be related to cleanliness, but could also include temperature and humidity control or special atmospheric
conditions for sensitive materials. How a minienvironment is designed and build depends on the specific
requirements of the process and the given surrounding. Based on the increasing degree of automation the
concept of the minienvironments is widely used in semiconductor manufacturing and becomes more and
more important as enabling technology for future developments like 450 mm wafers, EUV lithography and

organic materials.
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Abstract
In the field of waste gas treatment it is well-established practice to treat exhaust air from wet-chemical
processes in semiconductor manufacturing with central wet-scrubbers or, if loaded with VOCs, with central
thermal oxidizers. Nevertheless, with single-wafer wet-cleaning tools coming into mass production local wetscrubbers have advantages. They replace switching boxes, which direct the exhaust air - depending on
actual process conditions - to the different central systems. The challenge in the design of a local scrubber
for this application was a trade-off to meet the specific restrictions concerning size, efficiency and pressure
drop. The point-of-use concept by DAS Environmental Expert was successfully evaluated for this application.

The advantages compared to the switching-box concept are smaller and less complex exhaust-piping,
smaller load to central treatment systems, reduced loss of clean room air, smaller footprint and higher
flexibility for process changes. Low emission concentrations are achieved and salt particle formation from
acids and bases is eliminated. Such a concept is described in this presentation.
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Abstract
The drive for fast track development and implementation of new processes in production of MEMS, LED, and
general compound semiconductor or optoelectronics processing calls for plasma processing tools with built
in flexibility and reactor technology for easy scale up as production volumes or substrate sizes increase.
Key features of Corial ICP-CVD, PECVD , RIE and ICP-RIE tools that deliver precise, repeatable processes
using robust, low maintenance reactor designs will be explained. Easy handling of multiple substrate sizes &
process chemistries with flexible software for process set up, monitoring & control simplifies the transition
from R&D process development up to large reactor sizes for production.
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Abstract
As fabs strive for more productive manufacturing processes, OEMs are forced to become more agile in the
deployment of their tools. In the old paradigm of tool automation and control development, this requirement
for agility causes tension between cost-effective tool development and long-term maintainability. We are
presenting our suite of off-the-shelf tool automation development products architected specifically for the
semiconductor tool maker to enable agility and cost-effective maintainability. Using our products, OEMs can

meet the fab's needs for productive manufacturing, while reducing turnaround times, time to market, and cost
of ownership. Learn how PEER Group's product team has designed our OEM product suite to help tool
builders become more agile and cost effective at developing and supporting next-generation tool
development.
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Abstract
The big majority of European chip fabs still uses wafer sizes of 200mm and smaller. And most of these fabs
are older and grew over many years. Hence, automation, especially hardware automation, is a challenging
task, as this was not planed when these fabs were built.
HAP GmbH Dresden has been offering Automated Carrier Handling (ACH) solutions for many years. The
current standard system is the HAP-HERO®, which is rail based and requires straight lines of loadports. As
many of the European fabs do not have these straight lines of equipment, but small and warped aisles, it is
essential to offer a manoeuvrable, small system that can cope with this infrastructure. Therefore, HAP is
developing the HAP-HERO® FAB. This new system can move and navigate freely in the cleanroom. No rail
or cable are needed, anymore. The required minimum aisle width is less than 1 meter. Its on-board 6-axes
robot can load all kind of carriers and the system could be used for the local transport as well.
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